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To: HOUSING COMMITTEE 

AGENDA ITEM No. .... 3? ....I...... l d )  

Subject: Lane Closure : North 
Calder Drive/Glenacre Drive, 
Petersburn, Airdrie 

NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

REPORT 

From: DIRECTOR OF HOUSING 

Date: 6 January 1999 Ref: GW/RB/LF l - 7  
1. 

1.1 

2. 

2.3 

INTRODUCTION 

The Area Office has received a petition from Surrounding residents 
requesting the closure of this lane 

e 

BACKGROUND 

The lane is a continual gathering place for youths from the 
surrounding area and other estates, causing problems with noise, 
drinking and various anti-social activities. 

2.2 

The Area Office has visited a number of the petitioners who have 
confirmed their concerns. Local Police have also advised the lane is a 
regular focus for difficulties. 

3. 

3.1 

CONSIDERATIONS 

The lane is a substantial lane, wide enough for vehicular access. As 
well as a walkway it provides a service access to 2 open spaces and an 
electrical sub-stations in the centre of the lane 
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3.2 

3.3 

3.4 

3.5 

3.6 

3.7 

Discussion with Scottish Power and the Fire Brigade have confirmed 
they would not object to the lane closure as long as vehicular access 
for maintenance and emergency purposes is retained. 

The residents adjacent to the path have confirmed that if the 
ground is enclosed within their garden areas they will 
retain the tarmac path as a runway to ensure this access is 
available, through gates to the front and rear of the gardens. 

The two areas are highlighted as future estate initiatives, by the 
Airdrie South Office. 

Consultation with residents has confirmed that they are unanimously 
in favour of closing the lane. 

The Local Member also wishes the lane closed. 

Having considered the layout, it is suggested that the area be 
integrated into the four adjacent gardens by extending the front 
chespale fencing and erecting metal palisade to the rear. The resident 
a t  No. 20 has agreed that the path would be retained within the 
garden as a “runway” facility retaining vehicular access to the 
substation and open spaces. He is happy to undertake this work 
himself. Fencing costs to the Council would be S400. 

4. RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1 I t  is recommended that the committee : 

(a) approve the referral to the Planning and Development Committee to 
commence closure procedures. 

(b) in the event of the lane closure being approved, the Housing 
Department erect fencing to close the lane and integrate the ground 
within the adjacent gardens. 

(c) instruct officials to advise the petitioners accordingly. 
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5. BACKGROUND PAPERS 

5.1 Available within the Department 

G. Whitefield 
DIRECTOR OF HOUSING 




